SUBJECT: STC ST01012WI

Sir,

This is in response to your letter dated March 18, 2003 requesting Transport Canada (TC) approval of the subject STC.

In accordance with the TC policy relative to the familiarization of FAA STC's, some STC's applicable to certain categories of aircraft may be accepted solely on the basis of their FAA certification and do not require the issuance of a corresponding certificate by Transport Canada. The referenced STC falls within that criteria.

The subject STC will be entered in the national index of STC's that have been familiarized or accepted by Transport Canada for installation on Canadian registered aeronautical products.

This letter confirms formal acceptance of the referenced STC by Transport Canada.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
Jocelyne Campeau
Aircraft Certification Officer

c.c.: Mr. Michael N. Asahara
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Los Angeles Aircraft Certification Office (ANM-100L)
3960, Paramount Boulevard
Lakewood, California 90712-4137